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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
On the way up Mt Aicken, on the Easter electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
Arthur's Pass trip. Photo: Zack Williams
the last two pages.

News
CTC Subscriptions: It’s that time of year again - CTC membership subscriptions are due!
You should have recently received an email with payment details - if not, please check
your junk folder in case the email went there. If you don’t have an email address, an
invoice should have been included with this newsletter. If you have not received the email
or invoice, please contact the IT Officer - see back page for contact details. As always,
prompt payment would be appreciated so that we don’t have to chase people up!
New Members: Welcome to new members who have joined recently: Blandine Lanau,
Martin Ellis, Kristy MacDonald, Kate Jane Ingham and Sophie Anne Stuart. We hope you
have many enjoyable days out tramping with us!

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
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point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Gareth Caves 03 9808224 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please put tents inside
your pack. Tents attached to the outside of
your pack can be easily punctured when
bush bashing or even lost. This may result in
serious damage to your bank account!
Please air and dry tents after taking them on
a trip even if they are not used, and report
any damage to the gear custodian.

Wednesday 2 May

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Club Night

Newsletter Folding and Kilimanjaro Talk: Tonight club member David Sutton is talking
about his recent trip to the highest mountain on the African continent, Mt Kilimanjaro. The
3 extinct volcanoes form one of the world’s highest free-standing mountain massifs, with
it’s own weather system, permanent snow and ice, and at 5, 895m high enough to
require acclimatisation. In David’s words, "I walked up Kilimanjaro earlier this year and it
ended up being much more of a drama than I thought it was going to be; very different
challenges from tramping trips". We look forward to hearing about David’s trip to one of
the "Seven Summits" peaks.
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Saturday 5 May

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Klondyke: Start at Klondyke corner, bushbash to Pt. 1507, Grade: Moderate
continue along the ridge to Pt 1818, descend to the Waimakariri
(requires
near the confluence with Crow River, then back to Klondyke
snow skills)
Corner along the valley.
Closes: 3 May
Map:
BV20
Approx: $25
Saturday 5 May

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Peak Hill: The trip starts on Algidus Road and follows a well
graded track/poled route along a fence line, over a couple of
styles and up to a small saddle. From there, we continue up to the
summit at 1240m. Centrally located on the south western
shoreline of Lake Coleridge, Peak Hill offers unsurpassed views
over Lake Coleridge, Rakaia Valley, Southern Alps and Eastern
foothills. The summit slopes are also home to a wide variety of
alpine plants, protected in the Peak Hill Conservation Area. Height
gain 650m, return the same way.
Weekend 5-6 May
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 3 May
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Pfeifer Biv Mt Pfeifer: A trip close to the road but with a real
back-country feel. You start at the Deception swing bridge on the
Highway 73, follow Paratu stream up to Waharoa Saddle before
climbing to the tops on a cut route. Then easy tussock tops are
followed to Pfeifer Biv which has good camping beside it. Day 2 is
a little harder, up and around Mt Pfeifer before descending the
long spur to Lake Kaurapataka. Some bush bashing required. The
track is then followed back to the road. A good trip with lots of
variety and great views.
Sunday 6 May

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 26 Apr
Map:
BV20 BV21
BU20
Approx: $40

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Haast near the Rahu Saddle: Climb up through the bush to Grade: Moderate the pyramid shaped peak of Mt Haast.
easy pace
Closes: 3 May
Map:
BT21
Approx: $35
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Wednesday 9 May

Club Night

Ivory Lake Hut: Tonight club member Eric Skea will talk about his and Scott Sutherland’s
recent trip to Ivory Lake, located at the head of the Waitaha valley, north of the Adams
Wilderness Area. Their trip was notable for coinciding with the fierce southerly storm that
kept us softies inside by the fire! Starting on the West Coast, their route up the Waitaha
River was a tad difficult, something to do with house-sized boulders in the mid Waitaha,
finally making it to Top Waitaha Hut, then on to Ivory Lake Hut. Ivory Lake is very remote,
surrounded by jagged peaks and the hut is considered one of the jewels in the crown of
NZ Remote Huts. Following a night there, they traversed Pt 2056 to reach Price Basin
Hut, then crossed Pahlow Ridge and headed out down the Whitcombe River. Come
along for a look at some remote and challenging terrain!
Saturday 12 May

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081

Mt O’Malley: From Arthurs Pass village climb the Mt Aicken Track Grade: Moderate to Pt 1844, head south to O’Malley, descend the steep slope direct
possible
to the Bealey River then follow it to Arthurs Pass.
snow skills
Closes: 10 May
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30
Sunday 13 May

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

Pete’s Stream: Petes stream is at the bottom of the Binser saddle
track, we will not travel on that one though. Our plan is to drive to
the car park on Mt white road where it meets the Poulter river. Our
journey to Petes stream is over an undulating track of about 7
kms, not a difficult distance. The Poulter river offers wonderful
views up and down the rivers course, so a great trip for
photographers. This is a there and back trip, we may travel further
on after lunch if time and energy allow.
Wednesday 16 May

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 10 May
Map:
BV21
Approx: $25

Club Night

Free evening so far: Tonight’s speaker will be confirmed by e-mail to CTC members.
Otherwise it’s refreshments and chat time as per usual.
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Sunday 20 May

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764

Lets go to the beach: Note late start 10am to catch the best of
the low tide. Spencerville beach to the Waimak mouth and return.
We will park at Spencerville beach and walk up the beach to the
Waimak river mouth. On a sunny day its glorious there, panoramic
views north and south, lots of beach activity. Lunch at the river
mouth and return via the Brooklands lagoon track. There may be
wet feet on this leg of the journey. After that its back to the cars
and then to a coffee place for refreshments and chat. Not a hard
trip by any means, about 2 hours in each direction
Sunday 20 May 7 am departure
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Grade: Easy
Closes: 17 May
Map:
BW24
Approx: $10

Leader: Nick Edwards
nickedwards@physics.org

Mount Manson & Baldy Hill: There are at least seven Baldy Hills
in New Zealand. One of those seven is the northernmost summit
of the Craigieburn Range. CTC trampers may not be aware of its
name, but have quite possibly drooled over the glorious scree
slopes on its northern face, readily seen when driving south along
SH73 near Cass. We will climb the ridge south of Ribbonwood
Steam, over Pt 1305 m to Mt Manson (1859 m), then circle around
to Baldy Hill (1834 m) and down a suitable pile of shingle. All told,
about 1500 m height gain and ca 14 km horizontal travel. There is
a bit of scrambling, and snow skills may be required. Note the
early departure.
Wednesday 23 May

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 17 May
Map:
BV21
BW21
Approx: $30

Club Night

The Wangapeka Track: Tonight Chris, Zack and Lorraine are talking about their week
tramping the Wangapeka Track during the April school holidays. Situated in Kahurangi
National Park, the 60 km track (recently down-graded to a route by DOC) traverses 2
saddles over 1,000 m altitude, and goes through the beautiful beech-forested valleys of
the Wangapeka, Karamea, Taipo and Little Wanganui rivers. Come along for some epic
scenery, and no doubt the CEO of Tortis Tours has a few stories up his sleeve too!
Weekend 26-27 May
Departure point: 7am Z Station Papanui

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Lake Christabel via Rough Creek Track: Not far from Maruia
Springs we will start our day tramping up the Rough Creek Track
towards the 8-bed Lake Christabel Hut. When there you will have
great views, and experience up close some small tarns, and the
boomerang-shaped Lake Christabel. This unique body of water is
still the largest uncolonised by fish lake in New Zealand. Total
height gain is approx 700m, and some boulder hopping is
required. Bring a tent in case the hut is full. Hut fee is $5 if you use
it. Please contact Barry for more info 021668895. Note 7am
meeting time.
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Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 17 May
Map:
BT23
Approx: $35

Wednesday 30 May

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter folding evening and Lightning talk. Topic will be
advised by e-mail to CTC members. Otherwise it’s a general catch-up with refreshments
as per usual.
Saturday 2 June

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Tiromoana Bush: This easy trip follows a walkway to the east of
the Kate Valley Landfill and features open farmland vistas,
regenerating forest, wetlands and a remote beach. The track
loops around from the Mt Cass Road and down to A beach Mackintosh Bay, then up to Ella Peak ( 346m ) from where there
are great views. Return via the Ella Ponds Wetlands and back to
the Mt Cass Road
Long Weekend 2-4 June
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: Easy
Closes: 31 May
Map:
BV24 BV25
Approx: $15

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Mt Angelus and Tenting by the Tarns: Idyllically positioned near
a large tranquil lake, awe-inspiring mountains and tarns is the
area surrounding the Angelus Hut. With such stunning scenery, it’s
no wonder Wilderness Magazine awarded Angeles Hut the 2017
Hut of the Year. Experiencing the Nelson Lakes district this time of
year with fresh snow-capped mountains will help create be a
highly memorable Queen’s Birthday weekend. Leaving on Sat
morning, (or Fri night if everyone is able) we will make our way up
the Speargrass Hut track, and since Angelus Hut is already full,
we will tent by the nearby tarns which are at the base of Mt
Angelus. Day 2 we will go up Mt Angelus (peak 2075m, height
gain approx 500m) or do another trek if conditions aren’t ideal.
Day 3 we will return back to the cars via the same way we came.
Snow skills and equipment may be required if attempting to climb
Mt Angelus (easier options will be available.) Contact Barry for
more info on 021668895.
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 24 May
Map:
BS24
Approx: approx $50

Multi day trip 11-19 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

YOU’RE INVITED: Tour du Mont Blanc Trek 2018 - A trip of a
lifetime: Nestled among arguably the most stunning alpine
scenery in Europe, the Tour du Mont Blanc trail is a must-do 9-11
day tramp that’s worthy of a high rank on your bucket list. Winding
through the picturque alps of Switzerland, France and Italy, this
170 km trek is an amazing experience you will never forget. If
tramping sometime next June - July with other CTC members
through unbelievable postcard views tickles your adventurous
juices, please send me a quick email to bazzaman7@gmail.com
and I’ll send you further information. Numbers are limited, so
please reply ASAP. Here’s a short video that will give you a taste
of what you could expect to experience on the Tour du Mont
Blanc, https://youtu.be/mIyAqOFBM70

Lunch in the sun – on the Sudden Valley trip. Photo: Symon Holmes
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 31 May
Map:
BW18
Approx: $TBA

Finishing the trip with a rainbow – on the Hamilton Peak trip. Photo: Emma Rogers

Trip Reports
17 March 2018

Ben More Loop
There didn’t seem to be a vast number of choices for walking on St Patrick’s Day, so Barry
posted in the CTC Facebook group to see if there was any interest in a walk, and any
suggestions where to go. I suggested that the Ben More Loop might be good if there was
any interest, since nobody had been able to join me when I walked it a few day before
Christmas last year. There was indeed plenty of interest, and so fourteen trampers set off
on a rather bleak Saturday morning to the cloudy mountains in Porters Pass.
We arrived at our destination to find the mountaintops firmly hidden in the clouds. We
parked at my usual spot only to find that the area was just a bit too small to comfortably
hold four cars, with Alan’s car just a bit too close to the road. As we know, Alan’s car has a
predisposition to incur damage on tramping trips, and given the amount of paperwork he
has to complete for the company with each incident, we decided it might be better to park
a bit further off the road. We drove back only a couple of hundred metres to a large area
that accommodated all cars well off the road. Opinions were offered that this made the
walk a bit shorter, but I’m not so sure about that, and the end of the walk was certainly
more interesting than when I had done it solo. What I do know is that the beginning and
end of the walk no longer matched the GPS track I had loaded, so we were making it up
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as we went along.
Pretty soon we were into a gully that I hadn’t crossed before, but it was nothing major, and
soon we were walking across the flat towards the hill. As there is no marked route,
navigation consisted largely of “just keep going up”. The spur is quite broad, but it’s not
difficult to find the high point and keep following it up. And up. And up. Pretty soon we had
trampers spread out all over the slope, all on different routes and at different paces,
slogging through the first 500 meters of ascent to Point 1327. There were a few rest stops
along the way. After 1327 it levels out a bit and the climb to Point 1660 is less of a slog.
Lunch break was a short distance before 1660, and after a suitable rest we pressed on to
the highest point of the trip, which is marked by a large telecommunications tower. The
views from here are pretty spectacular, but today all we saw was the inside of a cloud.
From 1660 there is a steep descent into a col, and then out the other side to the ridge that
leads to Ben More. I led the group off into the cloud, with opinions being offered as to
where the col was, but with no track and no visibility it wasn’t going well. I wasn’t feeling
good about where we were heading, although brief glimpses through the cloud suggested
that we were heading into a col, and at times a ridge could just be made out in the
distance. We turned to the left, and opinion was that we were on the right track, but I felt it
just wasn’t steep enough, and the GPS suggested that we were so completely off course
that I just didn’t believe it. The map was pulled out, and fortunately Grant had a compass.
Mine is missing somewhere in my house; not terribly useful in a situation like this. Given
the uncertainty of our situation, we decided to return to a known point and start again. The
comms tower on 1660 was just visible, so soon we were at a known position and planning
a second attempt. This time I watched the GPS closely, and followed the track no matter
what. Pretty soon we were into the steep descent, and just then the clouds started to clear
so we were more certain where we were going.
In the analysis afterwards, I saw that I had headed south from 1660 and then as opinions
were offered we changed more to a south-east course, and then as doubt set in we turned

Photo: John Kerkhofs
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north. This is the red track in the photo. The blue track is my walk in December and the
triangular track is me wandering around taking photos, not lost. When I saw our track
heading off in the same direction as the December track I couldn’t believe that we were so
far off course, and that was when the doubts started to set in. The course we should have
been on was more south-west. So easy to get it wrong when there are no visible reference
points.
Right, so we were in the col, and then out the other side with the clouds clearing. The
cloud was mostly on the northern ridge, and the southern ridge where we were now
walking was reasonably clear. We could see where we need to go, and we weren’t going
to get lost again. Despite walking along a ridge, there is still a bit of up and downhill
walking before we begin the final descent. Ben More was passed by without stopping, I
think perhaps I was the only one who noticed it. There nothing to mark it; there are a few
wooden posts that might once have supported signs, and some mangled metal that could
once have been a trig point. At 1655 metres it’s not even the highest point of the loop. On
the southern ridge we however got some fairly reasonable views of Lakes Coleridge and
Lyndon, and the Big Ben Range, but the Torlesse Range remained obscured by clouds.

Photo: John Kerkhofs
After Ben More it’s just over 3km before the downhill starts, but even the downhill has a
few uphills in it. It’s longer than the uphill at the start of the walk, and I think it’s probably a
bit steeper as well. It also has the added benefit of going through a fair quantity of
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matagouri, always guaranteed to get the blood flowing. It took a fair while to get everybody
together again at the bottom of the slope, but eventually we set out over the level ground
for the short trek back to the cars. Well, level to a point. My original course was along the
flat to a 4wd track and then to original car park. With the cars in a slightly different location,
and me at the back of the group, the lead trampers took a more direct approach. This
involved getting down a short but steep slope into a nameless stream and of course
climbing an equally short but steep slope to get out of it. On the downhill a decently large
bolder was dislodged, and Sophie just managed to jump out of the way. It would probably
have broken her leg if it had hit her, so it was a very lucky escape. Repeat for a crossing of
the Acheron River, this time without boulder. More of a creek than a river, and it not as
steep as the previous one, but when the knees are aching at the end of a long day.....
Never mind, we are all as tough as nails, and by that stage we were all thinking about
relaxing at the Sheffield pub on the way home. I’m sure I heard Emma chanting “chips,
chips, chips” as we approached the cars, but maybe that was still echoing in my head from
a previous trip.
Trip statistics: 17.2 km, Min elevation 776m, Max elevation 1660m, cumulative elevation
gain 1329m. Total time 7h 40m, moving time 4h 58m. Average moving speed 3.46km/h.
The walkers were Barry Watson (Leader), Michael Hammond, Sophie Stuart, Emma
Rogers, Kelly Anne Purdie, Lucy Yang, Monika Bratownik, Clive Davidson, Grant Barrie,
Alan Ross, Mike Norriss, Julia Valigore, Jonathan Carr, and John Kerkhofs (scribe and
photographer).

30 March - 1 April 2018

Smyth hut - Natasha’s Wanganui womble
We spent Thursday night at the club in Arthurs Pass before completing he drive out to Hari
Hari on Friday morning. It was a clear day and the west coast bush looked lush and
inviting but unfortunately we immediately had to start boulder hopping up the true right of
the Wanganui River. Scrambling over rocks was to become a feature of this trip, with the
rocks varying from small pebbles to house sized behemoths and from round balls to large
flat plates smoothed over by the rushing water. It was hard work and I relished the times
when I was able to walk along sections of beach with their soft sand. Occasionally the
track left the river and pushed through Matagouri flats and sections of bush. This variety
made the walk more enjoyable, however one bush section had suffered from a lot of
windfall which ruined the experience. We passed small groups of hunters who were
heading back to the road end and who talked about the number of hunters that were
thought to be occupying the huts in the valley. We weren’t sure if we were going to get
bunks that evening but, after about eight hours of walking. we crossed the cableway and
arrived at Hunters hut and were pleasantly surprised to find only three hunters staying
overnight there. There were other hunters present but they moved off to other locations
that afternoon and we settled in for a relaxing evening cooking the enormous amount of
food Natasha had arranged for us. The weather started to change ahead of a forecast
south west change so we were quite surprised when later that evening another group of
two trampers arrived. As late arrivals they were relegated to sleeping on the floor.
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The expected rain didn’t really get started until about 4:00am on Saturday and it seemed
quite inconsistent and fickle with long breaks between showers. This gave us hope the
front would pass through even quicker than anticipated and we decided to head on to
Smyth hut that morning. We left in light rain and we quickly located the DoC sign that
seemed to signal the start of the track over Poker bluff. Unfortunately the track never really
led anywhere and we had to start thrashing around the re-growth looking for markers or
tape. The rain also seemed to become much harder and persistent and my inner piker got
louder and louder. Eventually we gave up and returned to the hut and spent the remainder
of the morning in our pits. From about midday the rain backed right off, it became much
lighter and the sun even threatened to break through the overcast. Damn. Rather than
waste a perfectly good afternoon we packed up for a second time and started walking
again. This time we ignored the DoC sign and continued up river to a small cairn and some
inconspicuous marker tape. This was the correct route and the track climbed up through
some washouts before depositing us back in the river. More boulder bashing followed
interspersed with detours into the bush where it was often necessary to use fixed lines of
cord to descend safely. Natasha seemed to enjoy these diversions so much she took us
on a completely unnecessary flood track where, not only did we have to hold on to more
fixed strings to lower ourselves down the steep faces, but we completely missed a
strategically placed ladder and had to slither down through thick vegetation to get down to
the river again.
The countryside we were travelling through was incredibly beautiful and spectacular,

Smyth Hut. Photo: Natasha Sydorenko
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especially where the river narrowed and tumbled down over rocks to create a massive,
turbulent, surging cauldron of foaming water. It was awesome to look at. The country is
also getting much rougher and the boulders much larger. At one point Josh and Natasha
have to perform a rather tricky chimney climb in order to continue. In contrast I climb out
up the bank on the true right and, after a bit of spelunking, find an easier route. It took us
seven hours to travel about six kilometers and we lost the sunlight as we reach
Devastation creek. We thrashed around for a short time looking for the track but we gave
up and found a sandy area amongst the boulders a short way up river to camp. Another
massive meal and a campfire rounded out the day.
The track was quite obvious in the daylight on Sunday morning. Actually it wasn’t really a
track, more a series of wash outs connected with a bit of bush and DoC markers, but it
was easy enough to follow. It takes us about an hour and a half to travel the last kilometre
to the hut but we have finally done it and we are greeted with the stunning view of the hut
nestled in the bush with the mountains towering behind it and the glacier just poking its lip
out over the edge of the mountain. Of course the main attraction was the hot pools. They
were just the right temperature and had flat boulders set in to the sides and a nice layer of
green slime for cushioning. The sun was shining, the views were stunning. It would have
been a fantastic place to spend a
couple of days but sadly we had to
return to Hunters hut and we
shoulder our packs and start
retracing our steps. Even though
we managed to avoid most of the
unnecessary side trips, I think we
all began to feel tired and irritable.
Natasha gave vent to her
frustration while climbing down an
old slip after we missed a marker
by throwing a large tree trunk at
me. Josh avoided it easily but I
had to move quite quickly to avoid
being crushed. A short time later,
while linked up to cross a section
of river, she stomped on my hand
which I had placed on a rock to
steady us. We lost the light again
by the time we reach Poker bluff
but we were able to follow the
track markers by torchlight and
made it back to the hut after an
eleven hour day.
We were away early on our final
day since the weather forecast
was for deteriorating weather. We
retraced our steps along the river
through the interminable boulders
Looking up at the Leeb Glacier from the hot pools. and sure enough, it began to rain
Photo: Natasha Sydorenko
heavily. We got changed into dry
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clothes in the car and then it was on to Hokitika for some well-deserved fish and chips.
Thanks Natasha for putting on a great trip to a fantastic area.
Natasha Syderenko, Josh Johnson, Andrew Tromans

14-15 April 2018

The Sign of the Packhorse
This last weekend I led a small crew for a weekend trip to the sign of the Packhorse hut on
Banks Peninsula. Saturday dawned bright and sunny so we stopped off at diamond
harbour and had coffee, an action which gained me massive brownie points. Then it was
off to Port Levy saddle to put on our packs and start walking. A nice trip in the sun took us
to the top of Mt Herbert in good time. we adjourned to the shelter for lunch. After lunch we
continued walking to the Packhorse hut. it was still sunny but the rocks and tree roots were
damp from the recent rain. At the hut it was rather pleasant so we had coffee and an
interesting discussion led by Barry about tenting,before raising our tents. Barry and I went
for a wander up a neighbouring hill while Barney and Kristy stayed down at the hut. An
early tea and off to bed as it was dark soon and starting to chill. A windy night ensued for
all without a lot of quality sleep. Morning was grey and windy. Barney set off first while we
3 followed 45 minutes later. it was windy going after we had done the zig zag and the rock

Port Levy. Photo: Michael Hammond
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scrambling. Out into the open and boy was it ever windy. Almost had to bend over double
to make any progress, during which my beanie went flying and is now stuck somewhere
on Banks Peninsula or possibly South America if the wind was at the right angle.. A quick
sprint to the shelter for a very early lunch (1030 am) while we could. A collective decision
was made not to visit the Rod Donald hut but to visit Little River for coffee on the way
home. An early arrival back to town is always welcome after an overnight trip.

Packhorse Hut. Photo: Michael Hammond
The trampers were Barney, Barry, Kristy on her debut overnight club trip and myself
Michael.
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with Karen Tait, 027 545 7404, or Jonathan Carr, 022 034 4608.
Then try the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact can be made then the
Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on www.ctc.org.nz. Members
(particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved ones so they
are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125

Vice President: Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Secretary:

Natasha
Sydorenko

0223140684

Treasurer:

Carol Horgan

03 322 8976

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

Barry Watson

021668895

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
Editor:

New Members
Joshua Johnson
Rep:

0278865868

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 614 2255

Kelly Purdie

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Eric Skea

021 0247 5473

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

03 9808224

IT Convenor:

0273656751

Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 24 May 2018 – Thanks.
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